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On September 5, 2008, reimbursement in the amount of $79,733.73 was received
from the National Park Service for the structural stabilization of the Joseph Webb House
in Wethersfield, CT, using funds from the museum’s Save America’s Treasures Grant of
$150,000. The project was completed significantly under budget---leaving a balance
$70,644.27 from the original grant. On July 8, 2008, we asked the NPS for approval to
use the remaining grant funds to restore the Washington bed chamber and begin much
needed woodwork repairs and exterior painting at the Webb House. On September 10,
2008, we were officially notified that these two projects were approved for the use of
the remaining SAT grant funds.
On April 14, 2009, the Museum was notified that it had been awarded $53,000
from the Historic Restoration Fund Grant Program of the Connecticut Commission on
Culture & Tourism for the exterior restoration and painting of the Webb House. The
specifications for the project were completed by restoration architect James Vance
in the Fall of 2008 and submitted with the grant application. Mr. Vance updated the
specifications and the bidding documents and, with the approval of both the NPS and
State, the project was put out to bid in September 2009. Fifteen contractors attended the
pre-bid meeting held on October 15, 2009. The bids were due on November 5th, 2009
and six contractors responded. The estimates ranged from a low bid of $68,900 to a
high bid of $266,000.

Two of the six contractors were eliminated because their bid packages were
incomplete. The low bidder did complete the bid package correctly but was eliminated
because reference checks of five separate projects listed on his resume showed that the
firm was not responsible or qualified to do the work. Gove Restoration of Wethersfield,
CT was determined to be the lowest responsible bidder and the NPS and State both gave
their approval to proceed with a contract to start the work in the spring of 2010.

On March 11, 2010, Gove Restoration, Inc. of Wethersfield began the carpentry
work on the exterior of the Webb House. Due to the weather, the contractor started with
the covered porch on the rear where some of the floorboards were rotted and needed to
be repaired or replaced. Unfortunately, more rot was found than expected and
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additional bracing had to be added using pressure treated 2 x 6 inch boards under the
decking.

Work was also started on the shutters since it could be done in the shop. A
number of shutters that were on the house in the late 19th century were stored in the
basement of the barn. They needed to be repaired and the late 19th century vertical bars
and applied molding needed to be removed to bring them back to an early 19th century
appearance. A quarter round molding was also added on the back so that the slats would
remain stationary.

Scaffolding was erected on March 16, and work was started on the south façade
repairing and replacing cracked and rotted clapboards and the water table. When
sections of old siding were removed, it was found in several areas that the sheathing and
framing underneath was rotted. The contractor could not repair the existing or install
replacement clapboard because the sheathing was not tight against the framing and the
wide horizontal sheathing it was nailed in to. In several areas, the clapboard was
bowing out due to water penetration from rotted sills on the attic windows. Some of the
brick nogging had also fallen down and was pushing the sheathing and clapboard out.
To repair these areas, some of the nogging had to be removed and the wide horizontal
sheathing boards and clapboard were replaced. Several structural beams were seriously
rotted and also had to be taken out and replaced with laminated beams.
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Work in progress in March on South Façade

Replacement of rotted beam under clapboard and sheathing on south façade.
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Structural Repairs on South façade.
To blend in with the present siding, spruce clapboard from the Ward Clapboard
Mill in Vermont was used. It was pre-cut in to six foot lengths that were pre-primed.
The replaced clapboards were all back primed with oil based primer and all saw cuts and
ends were primed. Felt paper was installed behind areas removed as a vapor barrier and
aluminum flashing was installed at the seams so the water penetrating seams goes down
to the next course. The water table was replaced using cedar.

The contractor did an excellent job blending the new siding with the old so
doesn’t stand out and looks like it has always been there. Both butt joints and scarf
joints existed on the building. It was decided to use squared off butt joints because the
boards would have to be cut too thin at the ends with a scarf joint. The siding was
installed without using a level and the irregularities in the wood were left as is.
Galvanized, fire clinched rose headed nails were used to match the majority of the
fasteners used on the building historically.
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Don Gove replacing siding on South façade.
When the specifications were finalized for bidding, they were amended to
include a separate estimate for the removal of all of the paint to the bare wood before
repainting. The condition of the exterior wood surfaces on the Webb House consisted of
crazing, continuous patterns of deep cracks, blistering and peeling so the bare wood was
visible in may areas. The existence of lead paint on the surfaces also made it dangerous
to use sanders to remove the paint or to feather the edges. A test conducted by the
contractor using a random orbital sander attached to a HEPA vacuum system to capture
the dust proved unsuccessful. The vacuum did not capture all of the dust and created a
hazard.
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Condition of siding on South facade.
Note deterioration of sills and water
table.

North Facade.

Upon the recommendation of United Paint, Gove Restoration subcontracted for
the chemical removal of the paint with Valenti Painting, LLC, a lead abatement
company. The architect checked their references and experience in working on historic
buildings and was satisfied that they were qualified to do the work. They started on the
south façade on April 5th and finished the project on the first week of May. The
chemical used was applied by brush and after sitting for five to fifteen minutes removed
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using carbide scrapers. The chemical did not damage the siding and any marks from the
scrapers were minimal and sanded by the painters.

Paint being removed on front facade while the carpenters work on North façade.

The specifications called for 300 square feet of replacement clap board for the
entire building. It turned out to be much greater than that. The carpentry crew
systematically went around the structure working on one side at a time. A second crew
responsible for stripping the paint started on the south side after it was completed and
did each side as it was finished by the carpenters. After all of the paint layers were
removed to the bare wood, additional damage was revealed to the clapboard that was not
visible because it was under many layers of paint and caulk. The carpenters again
rotated around the entire structure repairing and replacing damage. In the end, between
1200 and 1400 square feet were replaced. On the south side, about 50 to 60 per cent of
the siding is new; on the east front, 10 to 15 per cent; on the north side, 30 to 40 per
cent; and on the rear façade, about 15 per cent.
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Additional clapboard replacement following paint removal

.
South façade before priming showing amount of clapboard that was replaced.
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During the paint removal process on the front façade, it was discovered that
paint and caulk were holding moldings and trim elements together on the portico. Areas
were filled with newspaper, sandpaper, caulk, wood fill, and Bondo (a product used to
fix the body of cars). It was decided to replace the trim as required, including some of
the fascia and crown trim in the pediment, the caps of the columns and other
architectural elements. Epoxy was also used to rebuild some of the elements.

The cornice over the furthest window to the north on the first story had fallen off
because it was being held in with layers of paint and wood fill. The missing elements
were replaced and it was reinstalled. The trim elements were replicated by Charlie
Carlson of Higganum, CT. He ground new knives as needed or made replacement
moldings by hand. He is also responsible for replicating missing and rotted pieces on
the fence.

Front portico showing replaced moldings.

Cornice over front first story window

As mentioned earlier, the paint removal revealed a lot of areas held together with
caulk and wood fill, additional cracked and damaged clapboard and other unseen
problems hidden under layers of over paint. In addition to further clapboard
replacement, all window sills were epoxied whether they needed it or not and additional
epoxy repairs were made to door sills, the water table, corner trim, window casings, and
other areas as required.
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Epoxy repairs on sills and woodwork. Note the use of galvanized rose headed nails
beneath the original wrought iron nails and clapboard.
After the paint was removed and the second round of carpentry was completed,
the contractor washed the entire building with detergent. The stripper evaporates into
the air and does not require an after wash or neutralizer to remove any left over residue,
but the painters washed anyway to prepare the surface and waited several days for the
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building to dry, using a meter to check levels of moisture. The project, in general,
benefitted from a long stretch of dry weather in May and June with low humidity.

The building was primed using Benjamin Moore Penetrating Oil Based
Primer. Unlike the quick dry primers, this product is slower drying and penetrates
deeper into the wood. After the primer dried, the contractor hand sanded the entire
building where the raised grain had occurred from the primer being applied to bare
wood. This was followed by the application of the first coat of Benjamin Moore Mooreguard Low Luster paint. All paint was applied by brushing. Once dry, a second coat of
Latex was put on.

Priming the North façade.
Also in progress was the task of glazing all of the windows and replacing
twenty-six broken panes of glass. The shutters were repaired, scraped and painted with
a primer and two coats of Latex off site. Although the specifications called for only one
pair of working shutters, the contractor reinstalled them all in functional condition using
the original pintails and shutter holds found in museum storage. They were dipped in a
paint remover overnight to remove the paint, wire brushed, washed and repainted using
a metal rust inhibitor paint. Additionally, the cedar porch roof was cleaned to remove
mildew and mold. Boracare was then applied to reduce future problems.
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Don Gove glazing window

Samples of earlier paint finishes under the protected rear
porch were preserved for interpretation and future study.
In his Exterior Paint Study completed in August 2009, Brian Powell concludes
that although the house was painted red at least twice, there is no evidence that it was
the original treatment used in the 1750s. Indeed, he was unable to find evidence for any
of the original exterior colors dating from the 18th century. As it turns out, the current
exterior appearance of the Webb House dates to the changes made by Martin Wells,
who purchases the property in 1821. These include removing three dormers in the attic
and adding a new front door with a classical portico to the front façade. These
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modifications are documented in the c. 1832 sketch and 1838 published engraving by
John Barber, which is the earliest known view of the house. Although it is a black and
white engraving, it clearly shows the house painted off-white with contrasting dark
shutters and front door.

Engraving of Webb House by John Barber, 1838, and
photograph of restored front exterior taken in June 2010.
No images or evidence has been found to confirm the original exterior color
scheme of the Webb House at the time of its construction in 1752 or at the time of
Washington’s visit in 1781. It was, therefore, decided to paint the house in its c. 1820
colors to be consistent with the present exterior. Brian Powell found evidence that the
body of the house as painted a grey-tan color at this time. Because the surviving
shutters date from the late 19th century and the doors on the house have been stripped,
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there is no evidence of the trim color used at the time. So it was decided to use a dark
green that is appropriate for the time period.

The exterior restoration project at the Webb House started on March 11 and
ended on June 21st. It is estimated that the contractor spent 3,530 hours, the paint
strippers 720 hours, and the museum staff 150 hours on the project. It was a well
coordinated, cooperative and friendly operation from start to finish, and the WebbDeane-Stevens Museum is extremely pleased with the quality of the workmanship and
the end results.
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